
 
 LECTURE 4 
 
The Practice of Shamatha meditation based on a reflected image without differentiation. 
 
The Buddhist practice necessitates a concentrated mind, because only a concentrated mind, mind 
in samadhi, is able to see things as they really are. (samahitam cittam yathabhutam passati定心能

入實觀). For this reason, the cultivation of concentration is the very backbone of the Buddhist 

practice and liberation is impossible without cultivation of samadhi.  
In the Theravada tradition the last cause of the eightfold middle path is samadhi and the correct 
samadhi is explained as eight samapattis等至. 

In the agamas ( S.N. Jhanasamyutta), the practice of dhyanas is compared to swimming to the 
other shore, beyond suffering. 
Since the Yogacara philosophy and practice is based on a non-dual interpretation of our worldly 
experience, this experience can only be attained in a state of samadhi. In this system, the dualistic 
understanding of our experience in the world is called an illusionary fabrication (abhuta parikalpa), 
which itself is both the cause and effect of all that we experience with a worldly mind. (M.V. tad 
hetu phala bhavena cittam dvividham ishyate因為能取與所取有因果.  

Thus this illusionary fabrication, which means not less than everything we experience with a 
worldly mind, is the whole of samsara (abhuta parikalpa ca cittacaitta traidhatukah虛妄分別=三界

心心所 see 華嚴經)。 

The true, suchness nature of the mind can only be realized in the state of samadhi with absence of 
an object with a definite characteristics to be grasped 相, because according to Yogacara, the 

worldly mind arises precisely due to them.  
For the Yogacarins, the extension of verbalization（prapanca戲論）is the base of Alaya, and with 

it of our subjectivity, appropriation執受, and thus of suffering. This verbalization is however based 

on the habit of seeing self-nature in persons and things, that is on the fabricated level of reality 偏

計性, which itself is free from characteristics. In that sense it is not different from the reality in the 

highest sense, which is also without characteristics that can be grasped. Thus, the practice of 
shamatha, free from verbalization, or with the penetration of the false nature of all verbalization. It  
is the aim of shamatha practice in the Yogacara sense. 
This is to be kept in mind, in order to understand how the shamatha practice is explained. 
According to Yogacara (顯揚聖教，卷 16)， the transformation of the dualistic mind to non- 

discriminating wisdom, that is the aim of the path leading to the cessation of Alaya and thus to the 
state free from rebirth based on karma, is of two kinds; 
1/ Of the disciples based on turning away from desire being the cause of existence 
2/ Of the Bodhisattvas based on skillful means, on practicing non-attainment 不得 as taught in the 

transcendental wisdom sutras. 
For the Yogacarins, the first type does not have the power to cut off all seeds in the mind and 
hence cannot lead to the realization of the dharma body法身, to the ultimate realization. 

Thus, the aim of the first path is to abandon karma, while that of the second is to master it 
completely. No matter what path one choses, to attain liberation, one has to learn to master 
attention, because all mental processes start with it. This aspect is especially emphasized in the 
Mahayana tradition, but is inherent in the Theravada as well. 
According to Yogacara, the object of attention is already a past object, because five 
consciousnesses have no continuity. When there is continuity in one’s attention, the object is 
differentiated only by the mental, sixth consciousness. 
Thus, the attention arises due to four powers, the power of desire欲力, of memory 念力(holding to 

the past object), the power of the object itself境界, and the power of habit熏氣力. （Y.B.S.決擇分

婆薩地） 

All of them are linked to a past object. 
（compare with the Theravada Abhidhamma; power of abhujita轉向 and object境界） 

Thus, the practice of meditation, which must be based on continuity, arises on a past object, a 
concept. In the Yogacara tradition, both the practice of shamatha and vipashyana thus happens on 



a past object differentiated by a mental consciousness, following a direct experience of objects by 
the five senses. 
That is why it is called a reflected image影像. 

It is similar to that what has been experienced by the five senses同分, but not identical with it. 

(compare with the agamas, M.N. n. 68, Maha Rahulovadasutta, where the concept of suchness 真

如 is explained as “ taddisa” , a meaning similar to 同分。). 

While the Alaya consciousness and the five consciousnesses experience the object spontaneously
任運緣， that is without the intermediation of the mental organ (manas), the mental consciousness 

experiences objects only in a non-direct, non-spontaneous way, through the intermediation of the 
mental organ, manas. The mental organ is understood to be the immediately preceding mind in the 
sarvastivada and seventh consciousness in the Yogacara. It must always happen as long as the 
object of liberation is not directly experienced. (there is no manas in a supermundane mind出世心) 

So the object of the Alaya consciousness, that is based on the five senses and the objects of the 
five senses are called the near objects親緣, while the objects of the sixth mental consciousness 

are called  the far objects疏緣. 

Yet, only the sixth, mental consciousness can meditate, the others cannot, because the Alaya 
consciousness is non-defined 無記，the first five consciousnesses cannot develop concentration 

and wisdom, and the manas consciousness cannot abandon a clinging to self as long as the Alaya 
is not transformed into the wisdom of great mirror大鏡智慧. When it happens, all the other 

consciousnesses become the body of dharma, become the Buddha, because all the phenomena 
become conscious覺義, the non-conscious不覺義， cannot become a Buddha. （see 厚顏經） 

This is the secret and the depth of the mind only philosophy and interpretation of the Buddhist 
practice leading to liberation from suffering. ( That is emptiness, suchness, or true nature of 
existence, which unites and equalizes everything in our experience is based in mind, see for 
example Sutta Nipata; sunnam lokam avekkhasu mogharaja sada sato…..) 
So how to start a shamatha meditation, the meditation of appeasement of mind, keeping the mind 
only interpretation of our experience in mind? 
Here a yogi seizes an image which is similar but not identical with what he has experienced 
through the five senses, and strives to continue to stay with the same image, learning to place his 
mind equally on that very image. This is how he learns the art of samadhi, which means literally 
sam-adhana, that is placing the mind on the object correctly, equally等持。 

For that purpose he has to learn the art of neither abandoning, nor clinging to the mental image he 
takes as the object of his meditation 不捨不取所緣。 

In the Theravada tradition the same process is explained in terms of four kinds of cultivation 
(bhavana)(see P.M. The path of discrimination, or V.M. The path of purity); 
1/ Anativattasankharabhavana. The cultivation for the purpose of achieving neither access nor 
deficiency in application of the mental formations (faculties) to the object. 
2/ Indriyekarasa. The cultivation to make all the faculties of one taste (the taste of purity) 
3/ Tadupagavirya. The cultivation of a correct effort to achieve this purpose. 
4/ Asevana. The habitual practice of the three preceding cultivations. 
In the meditative tradition as taught nowadays in the Northern Buddhism, the same process of 
attaining the appeasement of the mind is usually taught in terms of nine dwellings of the mind in 
shamatha, called the nine cittasthiti心住。 

They are; 1/ sthapayati內住, establishing the mind on the image 

2/ samsthapayati等住, letting the mind attain a continuity on the same mental image 

3/ avasthapayati安住, letting the mind settle down on the image 

4/upastahapayati近住, not letting the mind leave the same image under no circumstances. 

5/ damayati調伏, enter into the process of subduing all coarse manifestations of excitement or of 

sinking (sloth and torpor). 
6/ shamayati寂靜, appeasing the mind. No more coarse excitement and sinking of mind 

7/ vyupashamayati最極寂靜, the state of a very obvious appeasement of mind, based on equal 

effort in subduing the subtle tendencies to excitement and sinking of mind. 
8/ ekottikaroti一趣一境性, the state of one pointedness of mind with continuity. 



9/ samadhyati等持, the state of samadhi, a continuous equal application of mind to the same 

image. 
 
This training in the appeasement of mind is to be applied in the case of disciples to twelve kinds of 
objects (according to the Yogacarabhumi (Shravakabhumi, yogasthana 2. It quotes a Revatasutra 
as reference, but this sutra cannot be found neither in the nikayas nor in the agamas), namely; 
1/ Five objects for the purification of conduct 五淨行所緣；  

2/ Five objects as skillful means 五善巧所緣 

3/ Two objects used for the purification of the defilements 淨惑所緣 (worldly世見淨惑 and 

supermundane purification出世淨惑) 

 
The training in the nine dwellings of mind in the process of shamatha, appeasement of mind is to 
be understood in connections with; 
1/ Five faults or defects (dosha 過失) to be abandoned by this training 

2/ Eight mental formations, which enable the mind to abandon these five faults. 
(ashtaprahanasamskara八斷行) 

3/ Six forces that enable the abandoning of all faults in the process of appeasement of mind六力 

4/ Four kinds of attention in bringing the mind to the object (cittavahana轉運), that a yogi uses in 

learning to abandon all faults in the process of appeasement. 
5/ Seven kinds of attention to be mastered in the process of advancing in purification of 
defilements, both in shamatha and vipashyana practice. 
6/ Other four kinds of attention that occur during the process of studying the shamatha and 
vipashyana meditations. 
 
These are the main aspects to be learned in the process of learning meditation. There are many 
others that can be mentioned, but we concentrate on the above mentioned once first, to get a clear 
picture of the process of appeasement. The appeasement of mind leads to pliancy of body [mental 
factors] and mind. (kaya citta prashrabdhi身心輕安). When the pliancy of body and mind is 

prominent, the shamatha and vipashayana aspect of the practice can be joined together 
(yugalanaddha止觀雙修)。  

It can only happen with the detachment (samskaropeksha行捨), which is the condition for 

shamatha, vipashyana and for all the realizations to be experienced in the process of liberating the 
mind from grossness粗重 and holding to the signs of objects, and thus from suffering, understood 

in yoga as grossness粗重. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 


